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Abstract

It is be∞ming increasingly clear 由at roboùc systems need to have capabilities s恒li lar to the human hapùc system in order to perform complex grasping , manipulation
and object recogniùon tasks using dextrous hands. Thi s paper is an exploration of
using a dextrous , mulù-fingered hand for high-level object 陀cogniùon tasks. The
paradigm is model-b臼ed recognition in which the 0均出15 are modeled and
re∞ve陀d 画 superquadriω. which are shown to have a number of important a町i
butes that make them well suited for such a task. Experiments have been performed
to 陀cover the shape of objects using 叩U臼 contact point data 丘。m the hand wi由
promising results. We alωpresent our approachωusing tactile data in conjunction
with 由e dextrous hand to bu i1d a library of grasping and exploraùon primiùves 由at
can be used in recognizing and grasping more complex multi-part objects.

1. INTRODUCTION
ηle use of mulù-fingered robotic hands has previously focused on the low-level aspects
of control [10 , 12.18.24.25]. Whi le such low-level control is a ne臼ssary component for an
intelligent gr在sping system. it must also be linlced to an understanding of the higher-level strategies and requirements of complica也d grasping [15 , 20.2 1. 31]. Our worlc at Columbia in
dextrous manipulation has ti∞used on these higher level tasks and the building of an overall
intelligent robotic system that includes dextrous hands , vision sensors , and multiple degree of
freedom manipulators. wi出版甜vent of dextrous hands such as 由e Utah/M IT hand [17]
intelligent gr部目ng systems have 民come a reality. Our research goal is in building a
comprehensive grasping environment. capable of performing tasks such as locating moving
o时ects and picking 由em up. manipulating man-made 0时 ects such as tools. and recognizing
山也nown obj臼ts. In addition. we hope to build an integrated progr在mming environment 由at
will allow gr苞sping and grasping primitives to be included in an overall robotic control and
programming system. It is be∞ming increasingly clear 由at robotic systems need to have capabilities similar to the human haptic system in order to perform complex grasping. manipulation
and object re∞gωon tasks using dextrous hands.

Thi s paper is an exploration of using a dextrous. multi-fingered hand for high-level object
recognition tasks. Object re∞ gniùon h臼 traditionally 民en the domain of vision sensor systems. However, these systems suffer from a number of inherent problems. not the least of
which is occlusion. An y visual system will be limited at most ωa view 由at obscu陀 sall
back-facing areas of the object. In robot manipulation tasks. important areas of the work
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act of acquiring a grasp on an objec t. when 由e ∞ ntact are出 W山 be occluded. It is our
belief 由at both visual and haptic sensor systems ar穹 needed in a complex robotic system. and
由e previous research of All en [2] and S t.ans field [28] h出 explored and quantified 由is multisensor capability.
由e

In order to fully

understand 由e

power ofha萨ics. we have first set out to perform a series
of objeαre∞剧目on tasks using touch alone. If we can achieve success in object recognition
using the haptic approach. then we will be able to extend our system's power greaùy by using
both touch and vision. We are motivated by 由e research of Le derman and Kl atzky 口 9] who
quote a 96-99% success rate in identifying 1 ∞ common objects using two-handed. haptic
object recognition.ηley have also identified a number of important exploratory strategies 由at
humans use in perfonning 由自eta业S 由at we are 汀部1SpO ning to 由e robotics domain.
τ'he ouùine of 血is paper is 臼 follows: Section 2 describes our use of supe呵叫dric primitives for model-based haptic objeαrecognition. section 3 describes our shape recoveηpro
臼dure 仕om sp缸-se contact data. section 4 describes our work in adding tactile sensing capability to a dextrous hand and section 5 discusses methods for more ∞mplex shape recoveηand
extensions of our work to grasping.

2. OBJECT MODELS FOR HAPTIC RECOGNITION
An intelligent robotic 町stem will necessarily have to deal with a combination of intemal
models and data gathered from various noisy 臼nsors.η1US. to function in its dynamic. 由ree
dimensional environmer毡. an intelligent robotic system must be ableωquickly and accura也 ly
build these models by combining noisy sensory data. The model-based approach h臼 proven
very useful in a variety of recognition problems ranging from image understanding 阴阳 intel
ligent touch sensing [2. 13.28]. The choice of model for an intelligent haptic re∞gnition system is an imponant one. since the model chosen must meet the criteria set fonh by ~arr [23]
ar1 d others. In essence. the desirable qualities 由at the model must possess include accessibility. efficiency. stability. uniqueness ar1d s∞pe. In addition. we seek models that are in some
sense prototypical or generic. since the manipωation tasks we foresee will be using sets of
objects with similar attributes. although differing somewhat in size ar1d shape (t∞Is. man-made
objects. etc.). Finally. 由e modeling system should provide 由e abilityωsyn由esize shapes 出
well as providing a convenient paradigm for 陀∞vering shape from sens。可 data. General purpose robotic ta业s require that we 陀 cover models. or parts thereof. from sens。可 data. Th us.
we seek to elttend CAD models in a way 由 at allows efficicnt 陀coveηfrom sens。可 data.

We have chosen to model objects 臼 superquadrics [3.5.26]. So me 陀presemative models
are pictured in Fi gure 1. and the equation for a supe 呵uadric is shown in Figure 2. The民
models are derived from a par缸neterization 由 at allows a wide degree of fr四 dom in modeling
objects. 节le par缸neter sp缸e is continuous and allows a sm∞ th change from a cuboid to a
sphere to a cylinder. wi Ù1 more complelt sha归s derivable wi 由 the addition of bending and
tapering parameters. These "1山nps of clay" are deformable by 阳 us叫 linear stretching ar1d
scaling operations and car1 be combined using 胁。 lean set operations to create more complelt
objects.

In addition 10 possessing most of the desirable modeling criteria discussed above. 由e
mode Is are surprisingly easy to recover from sparse and noisy 臼nsor data. 节le small number
of par却neters needed to 陀cover 由e shape descri 民s a ve 可 large class of objects. 由at Car1 be
equated wi Ù1 generic or proωtypical 陀∞ gnition. Efficiem recove可 of superellipsoids (a
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Cη.Sωstand

for Cosine(rl) and Sine(ω).
ε(.ε2 are the SUpe问uadric shape par缸neters.
a(. a 2, a3 aJ可 scaling factors along the X. Y and Z directions.
Figure 2: Superquadric equation.

-4subclass of supe呵ua由'ics) from vision ;mn nmge data has already been shown in the work of
Pentland [26]. Solina [27] and Bou1 t and Gross ;:7] wh(l have also studied 由e e口。r properties
of the re∞very process [14].
Wh at makes superquadrics particu1 ar1y relevant for haptic

re∞gnition is 由e

following:
per臼?

•

The models are volumetric in nature. which maps directly into the psychophysical
tion processes suggested by grasping by containment [19].

•

The models can be constrained
on each 缸1ger.

•

The models can be recovered with sparse amounts of point contact data since on1y a limited number of p缸-ameters need to be recovered. There are 5 p创百neters related to shape
(s臼Figure 2) and 6 陀lated to position and orientation in spa臼. Global deformations
(tapering. bending) may add a few more.

•

In addition

by 由e

volumetric constraint implied by the joint positions

use of contact poin臼 of fingers on a surface. the surface norm a1s from
to describe a dual supe同uadric which has the same ana1y咀cal promodel itself.

to 由e

∞ntacts c皿 beωed
perties 笛 the

·白le analy世c

nature of the model created from sparse data allows searching strategies in
the model space to proceed in a hypothesize and test fashion as suggested by the work of
All en [1] and Stansfield [28].

3. HAPTIC RECOVERY OF OBJECT SHAPE

Previous efforts in recovering shape 衍。m grasping have focu臼d on pattem 陀∞g咀tion
methods of discriminating betw臼n s纽nples in many dimensional spaces [8.22.29]. Our
approach is to actu a1l y 陀cover a 3-D model from sparse contact data. We have attempted to
create robotic ana10gu臼 of 由，e exploration strategies hurnans use in object recognition tasks.
noting position a1 contacts during 由臼e explorations. Our ex严 rimental appara阳s is depicted in
Fi gure 3. It consists of a UtahIMIT dextrous hand mounted on a PUMA 5ωm削pulator.
The hand contains 16 de目前s of 仕回dom. allowing it to grasp 由e object in a containing grasp.
The PUMA provides 6 additiona1 degr四s of freedom (3 translation. 3 rotation) providing an
overall system with 22 degr四s of freedom.
ηle

first of these strategies we have implemented is gr臼ping by containment 白山 is an
attempt 10 understand an object's gross contour and volurne by effectively molding the hand to
由e objec t. wi由 sparse ∞ntact point data. it is unclear how much "information content" is
included in 由is measure. The experiments we p陀臼nt in 由is paper have shown it is a powerful and useful discr闺阁ator of 0时 ects. and in the examples we wi1l show , is sufficient to allow
robust and acαrate shape re∞veη.
3. 1. Recovery Procedure
initi a1 work on recognition. we have used a simplified procedure to gather data
points. Our intent isωuse integrated tactile sensors (descri民d below) mounted on the finger
h也S 10 generate ∞ntact position data. However, during our initial tri a1s , our tactile sensors
were oot yet mounted on the hand. Instead , we opted for a method that used the hand's intern a1 joint angle readings and tendon forces ωgenerate Cartesian positions of contact based
upon 也ge国 p contact
For 由is
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Figure 3: Ct ahl l\UT hand mounted on Pl'MA 560
节1e

Puma ann movcs lhe hand lO a posilion in which ir wiU close around the objec t.
Thc lingers a陀 sp陀 ad wide during approach. Th en lhe fingers are closed by position commands until 由e observcd forcc (estimaled by lhe difference between 由e fiexor and exrensor
lcndon lcnsions) cxcccds a givcn threshold. which indicates 山 at 由e finger is in contacr wirh
由C obJcc l. Th c Joint angle posilions arc read. 皿d kinemaùc models of lhe hand and the Pu ma
ann are uscd lO convert themωXYZ positions in world coordinates. Then the fingers a 陀
opcncd 讯 ide agaín. and a second containing grasp is executed. wi 由出e fingers t也ing different
approach pa由 s. Th e tingers a 陀 sp陀 ad once again. and the Pu ma ann moves the hand ro 由e
ncxl 萨)sl l1 on.

Th c -;cqucncc of Pu ma positions ís gívcn in advancc. Once the contact points are derer-

nl In cJ

u 川 ng 山e

forward kinemarics of the hand derived from the joint angle sensors. lhe
、 p :.ll:' C SCl五 of poim dala are thcn i 叮 cCled imo 山C rccovery algorithrn devcloped by Solina [271.
Thís algorilhm uses a Levenbcrg-~1arquardt non-lincar lcasr squarcs approximaùon to tìt 由e
supcrqu :.l dric "ínside-out function". Th is is an implicit fonn of the equation in Figu 陀 2 which
rccords If :.l samplc d:.l l3. poinl lics inslde. outside or on the surface of the superquadric mode l.
By summing lhc squ :.l rcd dislancc of each sample dala point from the currem model , an error
0 1' tÌl mcasu 陀 is gcncratcd 由 ar is minimizcd by the algori 由m.
Thc cqua Li on in F 咀lfC 2 is for a canonical supcrquadric located at 由e origin. Since our
scnsor d :.l tl can cxist anywhc 陀 tn 山e 山 orld coordinate space ，山e algorithrn must recover the 6
rOl l110n 皿d translation parametcrs in addition to 由e 5 supcrquadric shape parametcr写
((l!. ，l~. <z 3. ε\. E:,l. [n :.l ddition. we allow global dcfonnalions LO include tapering of superqua 噜
dric fonns. Thc tapcr is detìncd LO bc a linear lJ严 nng WI 由 2 parameters that cO nL rol thc
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rapering in both 由e X and Y dimensions. The algorilhm must recover a minimum of 11
parameters and 13 if the object is tapered.

Figure -4: Object Database.
We tested 山 is procedu 陀 against a database of 6 objects (shown in tìgurc .t plus a smaller
cylindcn. Th e database includcd obJects 山 at could be modclcd as undcformcd supcrquadrics
(block. largc cylindcr. small cylindcr) and dcformcd (tapcrcd) supcrquadrics (l igh1bu1b. funne l.
triangular wcdgc) 节le 陀 covcrcd shapcs a 陀 shown in Figurcs 5a-e , wi 由 the samp1e data
po lO 1S ovcrlald on thcm.
thcse e x. pcrimcnts arc quite good , cspccially considcring 山c sparsc naturc
in the dcrived contact points. 节lese crrors are a function of the
a(cur川 Jnd c31ibratlon of the robolic arm. 由 e hand Joint posi1ion scnsors 皿d 山c kincmatic
modcl 01 lhc hand itscl f. In spitc of 山 is scnsor crro r.山C 陀 covc 陀 d shapcs arc an accuratc
陀 prc 川 nta1ion of the actual objcct's shapc. 币lC dJ La points 3 陀 ovcrlaycd on thc rccovcrcd
shapes to show the closcness of tit and 山 c sparscncss of the data. Each object'5 shape was
陀 coyc 陀 d wi 由 cxtrcmcly sparsc amounts of data: typically 30-1 ∞ points ， depending on thc
o 句 cc t. 11 I 豆 Important 10 notc 山 3t 山 l 吕 is JboU1 lwO ordcrs of magni1udc Icss than typical range
datJ imagcs 认 hich 盯. to rccover shapc wi 山 denscr dala ，山 at. unlike touch scnsing , is limiled
to a VICWpolnt 山 al only e x. poscs half the objccts surfaccs 10 the senso r. In addition , we are
:l blc 10 叫 culalc in a closed form 山e volumcs of unddormcd supcrquadrics. Yolumc calcula1ions for thc 陀 covcrcd cyl lO der arc within 1-2 !Jc of thc actual yolume of the objec l.
Th c

01 由c

rcsult五 of

d;HJ

and 山e cπ'O rs

‘

Wca陀In山 c

proccss of

rcvising 由C 陀 covc 巧.

algori1hm utilizing thc idcas of Gross and
Boul1 [1 .t 1. ln thcir 陀 covcηalgorilhm ， a volumc minimization 1crm is no1 includcd and thc
distancc mClric on thc poin [S is measu 陀 d diffcrcnùy from the inside-ou1 function uscd by

-7 Solina. It should be no比d 由at bo由陀∞ve可 schemes work well with òenser data (臼 in range
data) but the spar臼ness of the data points may lead to a modified method 由at may u国ize
出pects of bo由 of 阳陀∞ve可 methods. We a1 so are including the surfaαnonn a1 constraints
fonned 仕om the du a1 superquadric rep陀sentation into our recovery procedure.
3 .2. Matching
on臼由臼e

shapes have been recovered , it is

ne臼ssaryωdo objeαdiscrimination

to
supplies 5 relevant parameters 由at are useful in discriminating among an object's shape 缸ld size. The supe呵uadric
shape parameters ， ε1 andε'2 are glα>d indicators of gross shape and the sca1 ing p缸缸neters
al. a2 , a3 are useful in size discrimination. We have written a simple matching a1gorithm 由at
matches the recovered supe呵uadric parameters against the database of models , and is able to
discriminate among the 6 obj民岱 successfully. The algorithm does a simple ∞mpariωn of 由e
6 recover回 superquadric parameters against each set of model parameters ，缸ld takes a
weighted sum of these P缸阻四比r distance measures 部由e error of fit We experimented with
10 different 臼ts of sampled data. encompassing the 6 objects , some in more than one po臼.
Using 由is simple proαdure on 由is limited datab臼e ， we were able to successfully recognize
each object uniquely during each tri a1.
correctly

idenùfy 由e objects.

白le supe呵ua也ic recove可 proαss

However, we are oot claiming 由at simple discrimination tests like these are adequate to
intent isωmake two important points relatedω 。bjeα
solve the matching problem.
recognition using sensor data. The 缸百t point is 由at sparse , noisy data can yield good estimates of 由ape. Second，由at this method of haptic shape re∞veηis viable for a first level of
object discriminaùon in the presence of sparse , noisy da ta. By effectively pruning a much
larger set of models by 由e pro臼dures ou出ned above , we can enter the next pha四 of acùve
sensing with hypo由eses about what an object's structure might be , or a1 temaùvely , methods to
discriminate between objects which all match the sensor data. The recove可a1gorithm is u民 ful
in aCÙve 臼nsory feedback 100庐 where iniùal ∞ arse 臼tim ates can be u臼d to derive the shat:后，
posiùon , and orientation of objects 10 one level of precision and then subsequent aCùve h叩ùc
pro民s can beωed to re∞ver the details of 出e shape to a finer leve l.

our

11le next steps in this prc比臼s is to implement 0位lCr exploratoηprocedures. including
edge following and lateral contour exploration 由at further discriminate among 0同 ects. For
these proced山田， we will utilize our tacùle sensors.

4. T ACTILE SENSING FOR A DEXTROUS HAND
ηle Utab/MlT hand provides a number of levels of sensoηfeedback for m缸úpulaùon.
Each joint is provid创明白 a hall effect sensor 由at c四 accurately provide posiùona1 informaùon on each of the 16 joint angl臼. In addiùon , velocity at each joint is ∞mpu比d. 币le ∞n0'01 of the hand is effi饵ted 由rough ∞-contr缸ùon of 32 tendons (1 6 fiexion , 16 extension).
11le force appliedωeach of 吐lCSe tendo时， measured at the wrist of the hand. is a1so available.

Whil e the level of sensing provided by 由is hand is better 由an earlier implememed hands ,
it still falls far short of the requiremen臼 for a dex O'O us m缸lÍ pulaùon system. In parti口11ar，
what is d臼ired is aαurate posiùonal contact infoπnaùon betw臼n 世le hand and a target object ,
and a measure of the forces exened by 由e fingers at the臼∞ntact points. 节le sensory feedback provided by the hand d臼s oot allow for localization of contacts. Hence. a requirement
for the tasks envisioned in 由is system is a robust and accurate tactile sensor system , uùlizing

-8sensors mounted on the links of the fingers.
To satisfy 由is reqt山eme时， we are currently implementing tactile 臼nsors on each of 由e
hand's fingers. The technology being used is a piezo-resistive polymeric material manuf饵"
tured by Imerlink. Inc. [16.30] 白山 material has good force response ch缸缸te由tics and is
able to be deposited on a由itrary ， conformable surfaces. The design of the tac咀le pads we are
using sandwiches the polymer between two pliable sh臼ts of Kapton material 由at contains
electrical etching. The application of forces on the pads provides an increased electrical ftow
channel between the twO sheets as the material within is ∞mp陀S臼d. Results with 由is sensor
have been good , particularly wi白白spect to signal isolation and hysteresis. We have built 皿
electronics package to multiplex 由e sensor signals. 缸ld hope to achieve a high enough
bandwidth in signal processing of the sensors to achieve real-time integration of the tactile data
into the grasping procedures. Figures 6 shows the ou甲ut of tactile responses filtered wi由
median and averaging tìlters when a pen cap is pl缸ed sensor pads. The signal is very localized (由e sensing area is on the order of 0.5 inches by 1. 0 inches). Figure 7 shows the ou甲ut
of a credit card applied acro臼 the臼 sensors. and Fi gure 8 shows the resulting extracted linear
民gments from 由is impression using a Hough uansform technique [4].

s
tactile data. we are in the proc饵es臼s of imp
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g 由e explorat阳
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臼
on a surface and edge时μc∞o∞ntωour following with the additio∞n of tacωu
副I怆
e 臼ns
毯
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capa
曲
b山tyωthe hand. We will initially implement a number of simple 缸1ger level primitives
(gu arded moves. fingertip for饵. etc.) for grasping and m础咀pulation and create a library of
grasping primitives b副ed upon tactile feedback.ηle臼 will form the basis for our ability to
perform dextrous manipulations.
Using 由is
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EXTENDll叫G

HAPTIC PERCEPTION

We wishωextend the exploraω可 strategies beyond 由e initial primitives mentioned
above. The work of Grimson and Lo zano-Pe rez [13] and Ellis et al. [11] a回到ears to be
imponant here in suggesting new ways to inte叩ret a set of W1derconstrained data by genera由g
new sensor pro民S of an environmenl This. ∞upled with matching criteria developed from
由e model-ba且d approach sugg臼ted above. will allow intelligent high-level reasoning for
manipul剧。n ωks.ηle analytic nature of the proposed supe吨uadric models wi1l allow generation of surface paths and 缸1ger cons往aints 由atw山民 central to a p缸tiαJlar grasping strategy.
5. 1.

Extensionω Ifaspina.

Results from wo血 on haptic exploration and recognition should be veηuseful for
improving performance in grasping 臼 object. After a supe叫"由ic h臼 been fit to 由e object.
it can beωed both for choosing a gr在sp from a known 臼t and filling in any p缸缸neters
required for 由atgr苞sp; ar回 also for plaruùng a pre-gr臼p con且 guration for the hand and an
叩pro础 pa由 (see [31]). 节le initial shape re∞very process is important in identi句问由e
overall shape of 让le obj饵t in order ωperform a preshaping function for the hand as outlined
by Iberall [15]. Many features which will be useful for h叩tic recognition are alωgood candidates as grasp contact are臼 on an object edge. hole. cavi 叨. neck. two- 缸1ger opposition. We
may expect 由at many of the local exploraωry movements will be useful for adjusting and
improving an initial grasp.
The low pass natw穹 of tacùle recognition w诅盯 ωmodel classes of ∞mplex objeω
into equivalent simpler primitives. particularly with respe口 to grasping criteria. Given a task
of determining what an object ωbe picked up is and whereωgrasp it, we can classify 由e

-9object at a coar回r level which expands 阳明uivalen臼 class depending upon 由e task. For
example. many objects such 臼 cups. glasses. mugs. etc. can be modeled as a type of cylindrical primitive when the task is simply raising it upωdrink. As task level ∞mplexity increases
(p ick up by 由e handle) then 阳陀∞very proc臼ses will need ωwork har由 r 10 a∞omplish 由e
task.
5 .2. Segrnentation
Complex objects are made up of more primitive sub田P缸毡. and a shape 陀∞veηpro
cedure w山 ne臼ssarily need to perform a segmentation of a ∞mplex object in10 iωsub-p缸15.
As 3-D data is sampled. it has to be associated with a 山tique surface or volume 由at it coheres
wi由. Modeling systems by nature are made up of boolean operations on primitives. and discovering which primìtive a data s缸nple belongs to is critic aL Most s严tems. in fact. do not do
由is well. A number of techniques have bc:咒n used on 由is problem with varying degrees of
su臼臼s. A common approach isωuse regular泣ation 比chniqu臼也atttyωsm∞由由e data
iruo a global energy minimum. However. the discontinuiti白白at these systems sm∞也 may.
in fact. be the relev缸u segmentation criteria for fonning new model primitives 仕om sensor
d ata.
our 叩proach to 吐白

segmentation problem makes use of the active nature of tactile sensSe gmentation in a gωmetric sense (it may be leftω 阴ychology
[6] 阳山lderstand just what "segmentation" is! ) is determined by finding discontinuities on
surfac臼. Given a 民t of active fingers that can trace contours and determine facε-edge-vertex
relationshi庐. it is possible to use the 臼gers 让lem民lves as segmentation devices. The ability
to trace a surface and discover significant discon由luiti臼 with 由e appropriate tactile feedback
w山 allowustore∞ver multiple supe呵uadric volumes 由at can be combined in a boole aI1
sense to recreate 由e 回εne. Multi- 缸1ger haptic exploration offers two kinds of help for the
segmentation problem. Fi rst. because haptic exploration is inheren t1 y a multi-stage process.
臼gmentation 山阴nainties CaI1民 resolved by funher probes. Second , fea阳res which are very
helpful for 回gmentation 姐n be de臼αωby multi-finger strategies. A neck (pla臼 where 由e
circumferen臼 of an object about an axis comes ωa minimum) can be detec比d by a two- finger
opposing or encircling gra.sp (moved along the axis). A neck is an excellent indicator of non∞nvexi叨 .ar回由ωmultiple shape primitives. A hole or cavity c扭 be difficult for vision to
handle. but is well-suited for hapåc perception. It can indicate 由e pre臼nce of a negative
shape primitive.
ing with

6.

controllable 缸gers.

SU如岱IARY

ωrobotic ha仰 object recognition 阳 triesω
blend 往回 3-D m创el and fea阳reb笛ed appro缸hes to objeαm∞g邮 on wi由吐1e abilityω
actively sense 饨如cts using b。由 kina臼阳出 and 田副e feedback. 1be results for simple
。同ects are quite en∞u咿鸣叫明白阳 advent of more ∞m~地ex exploratoηproced山m
using tactile 回nsors. we hopeωbe ableωperfonn recognition ∞ complex multi-part objects
using tl回se ideas.
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Figure 5a: Recovered shape of a rectangular block.
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Figure 5b: Recovered shape of a triangular wedge.
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Figure 5c:

Reco 、 ered

shape of a funne l.
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C\' \Ì

fig ure

5d: Re<:。可ered sh :l pe of a C~
:l

nder.
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Figure 5e: Remvered shapes of a light bulb.
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Figure 6:

Filt~red tactil~ r创 pnn 写 es

for a pen cap.
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Figure 7: Filtered tactile responses for a Ii near edge.
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Figure 8: Extracted linear segments from Hough transform.
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